Lancashire CC – 16/03/16
Mrs Di Brown
My thanks to Chris and Judy for the judging invitation and excellent hospitality, I had
some lovely cats to judge including a quality Olympian class. I was fortunate to have
Linda Whitmore as my steward, thank you for your help and very good company
Linda.
A.V. Imperial Grand Champion Female
Three beautiful ladies, each worthy of the award.
OLY – Oakley’s IMP GD CH KREMLINKATZ KATYA KALIKOVA (RUS a)
F 26/06/13. Not in the best of moods initially, but oh my, those flashing emerald
green eyes were gorgeous. Short wedge from tip of nose to eyes, flat top of head with
large pointed ears set upright on the skull and continuing the lines of the upper part of
the face. Nose shows the shallowest of concave curves, deep chin lines up and the bite
is level. Almond eyes set well apart with the aforementioned vivid green colour.
Long graceful body with firm muscle tone, long legs and neat oval paws, proportional
tail to balance. Clear silvery sheen to mid blue coat, blue nose leather and paw pads.
Coat texture good with dense undercoat and short fine top coat. Handled well and was
much more settled by the time I had finished judging her. Excellent condition and
presentation.
R – Robinson’s UK OB IMP GD CH ROSSIKHAN VELVETMISS (BUR a) F
05/04/07. Exquisite Burmese lady, dainty in appearance but deceptively substantial
and weighty. Super head, a short wedge with high cheek bones and blunt muzzle.
Nice breadth to the base of her medium size ears and the setting was just right.
Slightly rounded brow with good nose break and straight nose to the tip, deep chin
lines up and the bite is level. Lovely shape and expression to eyes, set well apart and
chartreuse in colour. Excellent body type, medium in length and well muscled with
strong rounded chest, slender legs of medium length with neat oval paws, tail of
medium thickness and a rounded tip to balance. Soft blue/grey coat, some silvery
sheen evident on the face and top of the head, it was short and fine in texture but
could be a touch glossier to give that satin-like effect, and marginally open, but it was
cold in that part of the hall. Very sweet tempered and excellently presented.
Also considered – Darling’s IMP GD CH GOSHEN SILVER JASMINE (BRI ns
22) F 16/05/11 A lovely compact queen who was unlucky today. Not the largest of
ladies but is nice and weighty for size and her type is very good. Round apple head
with super full cheeks and nicely rounded muzzle, ears small and set well apart with
good breadth to the skull, short nose good depth of chin and level bite. Eyes open in
expression and hazel in colour. Cobby and weighty body with short legs, tail a touch
short for balance. Jet black tabby pattern on pale silver ground thus excellent
definition between the two, butterfly shows small internal spaces of ground colour,
has her three spine lines but central one somewhat narrower than the other two, large
round complete oysters. Coat rather long and soft in texture today, but fairly good for
density. Excellent temperament and presentation.
A.C. Oriental Grand Champion Male

IMP – Bauerfeind’s GD CH ALARIO PATCHOULI (OSH b) M 08/12/14. A very
masculine and stylish boy, excellent for type overall. Super head, medium in length
with broad top line and very large flyaway ears set wide. Small profile dip to nose,
firm chin and level bite, marginal pinch to muzzle. Wicked expression to eyes , one
does tend to wander and ideally the colour could be better, but hall lighting was
yellow and very unhelpful. Well defined neck-line, long strong but elegant body with
excellent muscle tone, long limbs, whip tail just about balances. Havana coat on the
dark side but the tone is warm and it was virtually sound and free from ghosting, with
the length and texture beautifully sleek and close. Feeling his feet today but allowed
himself to be handled for long enough. Excellently presented.
A.C. Oriental Grand Champion Female
IMP – Keoghan’s GD CH ALDERSTAR HARAJUKA GIRL (OSH hs) F
15/02/14. An attractive and well balanced lady of very good type and style. Nice
even medium length head with good width to top, and large ears, open at the base and
set to follow. Good expression to eyes, colour could be better but some green seen.
Straight profile, chin lines up, bite level. Long slender and firm toned body, long
elegant limbs and neat oval paws, whip tail to almost balance. Darker chocolate tortie
coat but fairly warm toned for a smoke, well mingled throughout in pale and mid reds,
with clear silver about a half way up the hair shaft, and it was short close and very
sleek to the touch. Excellent temperament and presentation.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Grand Champion Female
IMP – Mullineaux’s GD CH RIOBELLE MAIDFORMULLSI (SIA b 21) F
26/01/13. One of my favourite ladies, beautifully stylish and with an expression to die
for, she really does have gorgeous eyes with the deepest of sapphire blue colour.
Stylish and well balanced head with excellent top line and very large open based ears
excellently set. Straight strong profile, chin could be deeper and slopes back a tad but
bite level. Hunching her long neck today, very good body tone and length, slender
limbs and neat paws, tail needs an inch to balance. Excellent warm toned mid
chocolate tabby markings, scarab, cheek tracings and thumb prints well defined with
paler multi bracelets and very good tail rings. Minimal tonal shading to short close
coat. A touch shy but very gentle, excellently presented.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Grand Premier Male
IMP – Ryan’s GD PR RIDESTAR SEVERN SUNRISE (BAL d 21) MN
20/06/12. Such a dear boy, with one or two Reserves from me in the past, I was
pleased to be able give him the Imperial today. Medium length wedge with good
width to the top line, ears of a decent size for this breed , nicely tufted, furnished and
well set. Slight dip to fat nose, deep chin and level bite, pinch to muzzle. Oriental eye
shape and set with gentle expression, eyes a bright mid blue that could be a little
deeper for perfection. Strong weighty body, strong boned limbs and large well tufted
paws, tail needs a touch more length to balance. Lovely rich red tabby points, medium
shading to coat which was very correct for a Balinese, it was silky and flowing on the
top with minimal undercoat, and frills at the base of the sides and tummy. The
sweetest temperament and excellently presented.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Grand Premier Female
1st – IMP w/h – Glaubitz’s GD PR LOLUJA DRESSEDINLACE (SIA m 21) FN
30/11/14. A dainty and stylish lady, overall well balanced, but unfortunately her eyes

were very sore, she could barely open them today and I was unable to assess eye
colour as a result. I called the duty vet because I was concerned and she confirmed
that there was some degree of entropion, so I did not feel able to award the certificate
today, regardless of her other good qualities. Neat and even medium wedge with very
good top of head, ears large and nicely set. Tiny dip to profile, chin firm and bite
level. Long slender and surprisingly weighty body, long dainty limbs and neat spoon
paws, whippy tail to balance. Lilac-based caramel tabby markings with excellent
brownish overtones to the base of the ears and the tail rings – of which there were
many. Coat a touch soft and a touch too fine in texture, lightly shaded overall to tone.
Sweet tempered and easy to handle considering that those eyes appeared so
uncomfortable.
A/C Tabby/Smoke/Cameo & White Kitten
1st & BOB – Thornburn’s BALOOBOO FINISHING TOUCH (PER n 03 21) M
27/06/15. A Brown Tabby & White kitten, almost adult, still quite dainty and kitten
like as yet but with good weight for size. Rounded contours to head, good width to
the skull, ears small neatly furnished with pale hairs and set well. Round smooth
forehead, deep stop and very short snub nose, brick red nose leather a little reduced
but nostrils reasonably open, has gutters and thus prominent whisker pads, bite a
touch under. Fairly bold expression to eyes of mid orange. Body weighty and cobby
in type with short strong legs and short brush tail. Indeterminate black tabby pattern
on warm sable agouti ground, white inverted “v” to face, on cheeks and whisker pads,
down the neck chest and tummy, legs white with one or two small patches of tabby,
tail fully coloured tabby with black rings evident when shaken out. Coat medium in
length, soft and fine in texture, well prepared and stands away from the body nicely
with slight frill to face and over shoulders. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Chocolate Adult
CC & BOB – Edwards’ GOLDEN MILLENIUM TIFFANI (IMP) (BRI b) F
19/03/15. An adolescent chocolate queen with overall good British type and maturity
in keeping with age. Neat well rounded head with slight cheeks and fairly good width
between her small well set ears. Eyes round and open in expression with super
colour, a really vibrant copper – lovely. Rounded forehead, nose fairly short, firm
chin and level bite. Body medium in length, good for weight but needs to fill out,
short legs and medium length tail with round tip. Rich chocolate coat, soundness and
clarity very good for this colour with only a touch of paling at the roots today, perhaps
a little long and could be denser but has a hint of crispness to it. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Black Silver Tabby Adult Male
CC – Walsh’s LOUREWZ MR BENSON (BRI ns 22) M 06/04/15. A young male
but nice and cobby and compact for this age. Round head with full cheeks, good
breadth to his skull, ears fairly small and fitting well, rounded forehead and a short
broad nose, firm chin and level bite, tends to puff out his whisker pads squaring off
his muzzle a touch. Round eyes of hazel colour. Strong weighty body for a
youngster, short legs and balancing tail. Black tabby pattern on mid silver ground
showing all key elements, butterfly, three spine lines and large oysters, has multi
necklaces and bracelets. Coat good, it was short dense and reasonably crisp in
texture. Excellent to handle and very well presented.

Black Silver Tabby Adult Female
1st CC w/h – Darling’s MARDENKA MAI-ROSE (BRI ns 22) F 20/03/14. A neat
little queen of good type but rather small and kitten like for a two year old cat. Head
nicely rounded with neat cheeks and well rounded muzzle, smallish ears set well apart
on the skull, short nose, good chin and bite. Lovely eyes for shape and expression,
and the colour is a very good green. Body quite long and rangy not strictly cobby in
type at the moment, short quite dainty limbs and neat round paws, good tail. Tabby
pattern good, well defined butterfly and oysters, has her three spine lines although the
central one is somewhat narrower, has a fair amount of tarnishing to her face and fore
limbs. Coat good for length and density with hint of crispness to it. Sweet tempered
and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
BOB – Kidd’s IMP GD CH SKIDOOSH SILVER SHOGUN (BRI ns 22) M
26/04/11. I love the strength and masculinity of this chap and he is such an easy boy
to handle. Strong head with full cheeks and broad skull, ears small and set well apart,
rounded muzzle. Rounded forehead, nose short and broad, firm chin and level bite.
Round eyes, would like him to open them a touch more, but then he is a very relaxed
boy, colour pale green. Excellent body type, strong and cobby, weighs an absolute ton
and its all muscle, with deep chest and low hind quarters, short strong legs and
medium length tail to balance. Excellent tabby pattern, jet black on mid silver ground,
well defined butterfly and even spine lines, with large complete oysters to flanks.
Really good coat today, short dense and crisp in texture. A perfect gentleman to
handle and excellently presented.
Also considered
Darling’s GD CH TEMPESTA TITANIUM (BRI ns 22) M 04/06/12. A strong
mature boy of very good type. Strong head with broad skull, nice full cheeks and a
well rounded muzzle. Short broad nose, good depth of chin and a level bite. Open
expression to eyes of greenish hazel. Weighty body of cobby type, very good depth
and breadth to chest, short strong boned legs and large round paws, tail to balance. Jet
black tabby pattern on paler silver ground, all key elements in place, spine lines
butterfly and complete oysters, although the outlines are rather zig-zagged. Super
coat, short very dense and crisp – lovely. A dear boy to handle and excellently
presented,
Darling’s IMP GD CH GOSHEN SILVER JASMINE (BRI ns 22) F 16/05/11.
A.O.C. Silver Tabby Adult
1st CC w/h – Chance’s BENTONE SILVER BULLET (BRI as 22) M 07/05/15. A
good size chap for his age, overall type good. Head well rounded but he is very
young yet and needs to develop breadth to the skull, the muzzle could be a touch
stronger but chin okay and bite level. Ears fairly small, setting okay, short broad
nose. Good expression to eyes of deep gold. Body has good weight and is fairly cobby
in type, short legs and balancing tail. Dark blue tabby pattern poor and is showing
breaks to the spine lines and one or two vertical stripes down the sides, butterfly
indistinct and the oysters are incomplete. He also has a good deal of tarnishing to the
face and front legs at the moment. The coat itself is actually very good, it is short and
dense with a hint of crispness. A sweet boy to handle but pattern problems precluded
the awarding of the certificate today. Excellently presented.

Black Silver Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – Darling’s TEMPESTA TALISA (BRI ns 22) F 16/10/15. A promising
kitten. Well rounded head with neat cheeks and smallish ears set well. Round eyes
open and expressive, colour still developing but green beginning to show through.
Short neat nose, chin lines up and the bite is level. Compact and weighty little body,
short legs and medium length tail. Jet black tabby pattern on slightly brindled mid
silver ground, good butterfly and complete oysters, three spine lines almost even in
width, with lots of necklaces to chest, some tarnishing to muzzle evident. Coat long
soft and baby fine at present. A dear babe, excellently presented.
2nd Kidd’s KRESTA SILVER FERN (BRI ns 22) F 10/09/15. I did actually prefer
the type of this kitten, but unfortunately her eye colour is beyond “strong hazel” and
is actually orange so this put her down to second place, maybe they will change as she
grows, I do hope so. Well grown and weighty with well rounded head and fairly small
ears set well apart. Short nose firm chin and level bite well rounded muzzle. Strong
weighty body for age, short strong legs and good tail. Fairly good tabby pattern,
butterfly well defined, spine lines a touch uneven and oysters not quite complete,
some brinding to mid silver ground. Coat a touch baby soft and long at the moment.
Super temperament and excellently presented.
Blue/Lilac/Fawn Tortie & White Kitten
1st & BOB – Aston’s PAWSOME CONFETTI (BRI j 03) F 05/10/15. A well
grown and chunky baby of very good type. Dear little head, round and chubby
cheeked, ears small and set well apart, short neat nose, firm chin and level bite.
Excellent expression to eyes of deep orange colour. Compact body, weighty and
substantial, nice short legs and medium length tail. Attractive balance between, blue
cream and white patches, blue patches a pastel hue and sound, cream patches a good
pale tone though lightly ghosted at present. White “v” to face, white down neck and
chest, some on tummy and all four legs white with fully coloured tail. Coat a touch
long but reasonably dense and crisp in texture. Lovely to handle and excellently
presented.
A.O.C. Silver Tabby Neuter
CNH – Mathews LEONITARA TIGERLILLY (BRI as 22) FN 16/07/14.
Unfortunately this very nice lady neuter would not be handled today, and I made
several attempts, even leaving her for a while to see if she would settle. Pity.
Oriental Smoke Adult
BOB - Keoghan’s GD CH ALDERSTAR HARAJUKA GIRL (OSH hs) F
15/02/14
Oriental Classic/Mackerel Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – Masters’ AMULET ESEN HAPPY JUNGLE (OSH n 22) M
30/06/15. A lovely strong kitten of very good type, almost adult and well developed.
Very good head, an even medium length wedge with good width to the top of head
and large flared ears set to follow. Strong profile with a nice broad nose, firm chin
and level bite. Super eye colour, a bright mid green with very good expression.
Elegant neck, very long beautifully toned body with tight tummy line, long strong
boned legs and tail to almost balance. Classic pattern good, and the ground colour is
reasonably warm, if I were to nit pick the would like a touch more ground colour

between his spine lines to give them better definition, but the other elements are good,
with butterfly and oysters well defined. Super coat, very short sleek and close to body.
Super temperament, a very relaxed and friendly boy, excellently presented.
Oriental Smoke Kitten
1st & BOB – Keoghan’s ALDERSTAR ORIONS BELT (OSH bs) F 16/10/15. A
very promising baby. Super strong head type, with excellent top line and large wide
based ears excellently set. Oriental eye shape and set with wicked expression, colour
rather murky toned as yet with the merest hint of green. Strong profile, good chin and
bite. Firm little body of good length with long limbs and whip tail to balance. Dark
chocolate coat colour heavily ghosted at the moment and the smoking is very evident
which probably means she will end up too smoky, but we shall see. Good length and
fine texture to coat. Very naughty for such a small person with language most un
lady-like! Excellently presented.
Lilac Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Palmer’s TINTALLY MOONLIGHT (SIA c) F 17/10/15. A lovely
baby. Excellent head with very good width to the top, ears very large and open at the
base, set to follow the lines of the wedge. Super eye shape expression and colour.
Almost straight profile, firm chin lines up and the bite is level. Long solid little body,
long limbs and tapered tail to almost balance. Lilac points colour somewhat
ambiguous, her nose leather and paws pads are the correct pinkish grey tone, but the
ears and tail have a suspiciously brownish overtone to them, she also has a lot of
colour on her legs at this stage for lilac, and coat not strictly magnolia. That said, I
was prepared to accept her as lilac on the day because she is very young and the
lighting was not good, but it will be interesting to see how she develops. Super to
handle, and despite my doubts over her colour, my choice for Best Siamese Kitten.
Congratulations.
Tabby Point Siamese Neuter
PC & BOB – Cook’s STYPERSON DREAMBOAT (SIA b 21) MN 01/08/14. A
very elegant and stylish boy. Very good head type. with excellent top and very large
flared ears set to balance. Lovely eyes for shape set and expression and the colour was
also good. Profile marginally uneven, perhaps a touch flat over the brow with a slight
ridge between the eyes, but nose straight and the chin has good depth, bite untidy with
several incisors missing but basically level. Well toned body, long and elegant, long
limbs and tail to almost balance. Darker chocolate tabby markings, ticked-based by
the look of it with blurred scarab large thumb prints and single cheek ribbons, but tail
well ringed. Coat a touch fine in texture today and was rather open, - I think he was
cold. A lovely boy to handle.
Also Considered for BOB - – Glaubitz’s GD PR LOLUJA DRESSEDINLACE
(SIA m 21) FN 30/11/14
END OF REPORT

